
Course News July 2019 
 

Work continues around the course – pretty much the usual – with daily greens mowing and tees, 

fairways and roughs as necessary along with dressing of sand traps.  Irrigation repairs are an all 

too common occurrence, but “Mr. Fix It” Gary is there with his shovel and replacement parts 

when the breaks appear.  When you see Gary and his staff around the course let them know we 

appreciate their efforts. 

Feel good – play The Creek! 

 

Hook A Kid 2019 was another great success with 34 youngsters destined to become avid golfers.  

Led by Hook A Kid Director Joe Spencer along with Larry Peyser and hosted by Mike D. and 

Kenny E., the youngsters learned the fundamentals of golf and the joy of a lifetime of playing.  

Volunteers who assisted during the week and due a big “thank you” include Art & Bev 

Schuenemann, Rob Rosche, Bruce Slown, Earl Bennett, Charlotte Fink, Peter Stephenson, Art 

Sotak, Jerry Kothera, Rich Egge, Karen Kasperek, Ken Brace, Ann Marie Cox, Colton Levi, 

Dave Rasmussen, Mike Benko, Jack Taylor, Charles Hightower and Kathi & Bear Smoker. 

 

Mike D.:  “Now this is the way the pros do it” with 

                   Ann Marie looking on. 

          

Kenny E. and two happy 

                         young ladies 

                Bruce & Rob with their guys 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  Art & Peter with their guys 



Work has begun on reconstruction of the pavilion.  Not much to see yet, but in a couple months 

it will be looking good! 

 

 
 

 

Has anyone not heard that Gary Woodland won the U. S. Open a couple weeks ago?    How did 

he do it?  With stellar play, of course, and the right equipment that included ACCRA premium 

golf shafts in his driver and 3-wood, the latter that produced his epic shot to the 14
th

 green in the 

final round.  Woodland’s victory wasn’t the first credited to ACCRA shafts on tour but was 

certainly a very important one, which leads to announcement that ACCRA shafts are available at 

Cedar Creek.  Dick Leach and Jason Chambers have both passed the ACCRA Shaft Fitting 

Certification Exam allowing them to set up a distributor account at CC along with acquisition of 

a complete set of fitting shafts which they will use to fit anyone’s clubs with the very same shafts 

many pros are now using.  Get in touch with Dick or Jason at the pro shop. 

 

The summer heat wave has descended upon us.  Take care on the course, and stay hydrated! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


